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Basic logic model template
Developing a logic model is an important part of any evaluation process and can help you 
strengthen your implementation of the 2020-2022 SAPA. 

This template can help you develop your logic model. For more information about logic 
models and how they contribute to evaluation efforts, see the Evaluate section (page 42) 
of the 2020-2022 SAPA Implementation Toolkit.

This tool includes 3 sections:
 y Logic model instructions;
 y Logic model examples; and
 y Logic model template (blank worksheet).

Logic model instructions
Respond to each question and then use your responses to fill in the corresponding 
section in the blank template on page 10. You can refer to the examples on pages 4-9 for 
additional guidance on how to fill out the template.

You may find it helpful to complete the Alignment tracker before developing your logic 
model.

Tips for creating a basic logic model

Strategic Action Plan on Aging (SAPA) Implementation Toolkit Tool

         1  On which SAPA outcome(s) are you going to focus?  
  In other words, what do you aim to achieve?

Corresponding logic model section: SAPA outcome alignment

 y Review the SAPA conceptual framework (SAPA page 6) and key terms (SAPA 
pages 14-19) to learn more about SAPA topics, issues, and outcomes.

 y Identify SAPA outcomes (SAPA page 19) that align with the needs and priorities 
in your community (see the Align section of this Toolkit). These are the desired 
outcomes you are currently working to achieve or plan to achieve in the future.

         2  On which priority populations are you going to focus?   
   In other words, what progress do you want to make in eliminating gaps in  
   outcomes?

Corresponding logic model section: Priority population(s)

 y Review the SAPA to see which priority populations have been identified for the 
selected outcome at the state-level (SAPA pages 23-73).

 y Review data and/or seek input from stakeholders to identify groups in your 
local community that may be experiencing worse outcomes.
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         3  Which SAPA strategy(ies) will you implement in order to achieve these  
      outcomes?

Corresponding logic model section: SAPA strategy alignment

 y Review the SAPA strategies (SAPA pages 21-59).
 y Identify SAPA strategies that will contribute to achieving your desired outcomes 
(see the Implement and fund section of this Toolkit). These are the strategies 
you are currently implementing or plan to implement in the future.

         4  How will these strategies be targeted or tailored to meet the needs of  
  the priority population(s) on which you are focusing?

Corresponding logic model section: Strategy tailoring with priority 
population(s)

 y Engage priority populations in shared decision-making about selection of 
strategies and ways that strategies may need to be adapted to ensure they are 
culturally and linguistically appropriate.

 y Allocate resources in a way that will support effective implementation with 
priority populations.

         5  What outputs will you produce in order to successfully implement the    
  strategy(ies)?

Corresponding logic model section: Outputs

 y Generate a list of specific activities or tasks that must happen for the selected 
strategies to be fully implemented. These are things that will be done by your 
organization or in partnership with other organizations.

 y Be sure to include outputs specifically designed to engage priority populations.
 y Think creatively about how you can measure and document your outputs.
 y See the list of example outputs at the end of this tool.

Basic logic model template
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         6  What will change in your community as a result of implementing the  
  strategy(ies), including changes in outcomes for priority populations?

Corresponding logic model section: Performance outcomes

 y There are two types of strategies in the SAPA: 1) Policy and systems changes 
and 2) Programs and services.

 y For policy and systems change strategies, outcomes are changes in external 
systems, capacity, policies, or environments as a result of what we do directly or 
in partnership with others.

 y For programs and services, outcomes are experienced or reported by program 
participants or service clients, including changes in awareness, knowledge, 
attitudes, skills, behaviors, or conditions.

 y See the list of example outcomes at the end of this tool.

         7  How will you know if you have been successful overall and for priority  
  populations?

 y Review the Evaluate Toolkit section for guidance on how to develop a SMART 
objective.

 y Consider available data sources and make sure you will be able to measure 
your objective.

Corresponding logic model section: Performance outcome SMART 
objectives

Basic logic model template
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Below are two examples of a logic model (A and B) as well as a menu of example 
outputs and outcomes that you can refer to when filling out the blank logic model 
template on page 10.

SAPA outcome 
alignment

 y Improve falls prevention (SAPA pages 19 and 58-59)

Priority population(s) Buckeye County residents with:
 y Low incomes
 y Disabilities

SAPA strategy 
alignment

 y Strategy 1: A Matter of Balance (MOB) (part of the 
STEADY U Ohio initiative) (SAPA page 59)

Strategy tailoring with 
priority population(s)

 y Recruit residents with low incomes and/or disabilities 
to participate in MOB expansion advisory group

 y Locate new MOB classes in the two lowest-income 
zip codes in Buckeye County

 y Train MOB instructors in modifications for 
participants with disabilities

Basic logic model example A

Basic logic model template
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Outputs
Performance 
outcomes

Performance 
outcome SMART 
objectives

Performance 
outcomes: 
Priority 
population(s)

Performance outcome 
SMART objectives: Priority 
population(s)

 y Number of instructors 
trained to teach MOB

 y Number of instructors 
trained in disability 
modifications

Overall and by zip code 
and disability status:
 y Number of locations 
offering MOB classes 

 y Number of MOB classes 
completed

 y Number of participants 
enrolled in MOB 

 y Program completion 
rate

 y Number of participants 
who complete the Class 
Evaluation Survey

 y Improved fall 
prevention skills 
among MOB 
participants 
overall

 y In 2022, the 
average fall 
prevention skill 
score will increase 
by at least 30% 
from the first 
MOB session to 
the last MOB 
session (2021 
baseline: 20%)

Increased fall 
prevention skills 
among MOB 
participants:
 y From low-
income zip 
codes

 y With disabilities

 y In 2022, the average fall 
prevention skill score will 
increase by at least 30% 
from the first MOB session 
to the last MOB session 
for participants from low-
income zip codes and 
among participants with 
disabilities (No baseline data 
available)

 y Increased 
motivation 
to exercise 
among MOB 
participants 
overall

 y In 2022, at least 
85% of MOB 
participants will 
report that they 
“strongly agree” or 
“agree” that they 
plan to continue 
exercising as a 
result of the class 
(2021 baseline: 
80%)

Increased 
motivation to 
exercise among 
MOB participants:
 y From low-
income zip 
codes

 y With disabilities

 y In 2022, at least 85% of MOB 
participants from low-
income zip codes and/or 
with disabilities will report 
that they “strongly agree” 
or “agree” that they plan 
to continue exercising as 
a result of the class (No 
baseline data available)

Example strategy 1: Matter of Balance

What we do • What happens as a result of what we do • How we will know if we are successful ▶
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Basic logic model example B

SAPA outcome 
alignment

 y Improve housing quality and affordability (SAPA 
pages 19 and 25-26)

Priority populations(s)  y Buckeye County residents who are Black/African 
American

SAPA strategy 
alignment

 y Strategy 1: Inclusionary zoning and housing policies 
(SAPA pages 24 and 26)

 y Strategy 2: Source of income protection laws (SAPA 
page 26)

Strategy tailoring with 
priority population(s)

 y Focus advocacy efforts on municipalities that have a 
significant Black/African American population and 
adjacent municipalities 

 y Engage Black/African American leaders and 
organizations in advocacy efforts

Basic logic model template
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Example strategy 1: Inclusionary zoning and housing policies

What we do • What happens as a result of what we do • How we will know if we are successful ▶
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Outputs
Performance 
outcomes

Performance 
outcome SMART 
objectives

Performance 
outcomes: 
Priority 
population(s)

Performance outcome 
SMART objectives: Priority 
population(s)

 y Number of members of 
housing policy advocacy 
Facebook group

 y Number of city council 
meetings attended

 y Number of letters of 
support sent to city 
council members and 
mayors

 y Number of one-on-
one meetings with 
city council members, 
mayors, city managers, 
real estate developers, 
and other key 
decision makers and 
constituencies

 y Increased 
adoption of 
inclusionary 
zoning policies 
that support 
development 
of low-income 
senior housing

 y By December 
2022, at least two 
municipalities in 
Buckeye County 
will adopt an 
inclusionary 
zoning policy 
that supports 
low-income 
senior housing 
(Baseline: 1 
municipality)

 y Increased 
adoption of 
inclusionary 
zoning policies 
that support 
development 
of low-income 
senior housing

 y By December 2022, at least 
one of the municipalities in 
Buckeye County that adopt 
an inclusionary zoning 
policy will have a population 
that is >30% Black/African 
American
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Example strategy 2: Source of income protection laws

What we do • What happens as a result of what we do • How we will know if we are successful ▶Basic logic model template
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Outputs
Performance 
outcomes

Performance 
outcome SMART 
objectives

Performance 
outcomes: 
Priority 
population(s)

Performance outcome 
SMART objectives: Priority 
population(s)

 y Number of members of 
housing policy advocacy 
Facebook group

 y Number of city council 
meetings attended

 y Number of letters of 
support sent to city 
council members and 
mayors

 y Number of one-on-
one meetings with 
city council members, 
mayors, city managers, 
landlords, and other key 
decision makers and 
constituencies

 y Increased 
adoption of 
source of income 
protection 
policies

 y By December 
2022, at least two 
municipalities in 
Buckeye County 
will adopt a 
source of income 
protection 
ordinance 
(Baseline: 1 
municipality)

 y Increased 
adoption 
of source 
of income 
protection 
policies

 y By December 2022, at least 
one of the municipalities 
in Buckeye County that 
adopt a source of income 
protection ordinance will 
have a population that 
is >30% Black/African 
American
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Menu of example outputs and outcomes

Outputs
1. Direct service recipients. Number of people who received a direct service, such 

as home-delivered meals, handyman service, or transportation assistance. Report 
total and per service type (unduplicated)*

2. Group program participants. Number of people who completed a group 
program, such as a Healthy U class. Report total and per program (unduplicated)*

3. Screening. Number of people who were screened, (i.e., for depression, substance 
use disorder, food insecurity, cognitive impairment). Report total and per screening 
type (unduplicated)*

4. Training sessions. Number of training sessions conducted. Report total and per 
training type

5. People trained. Number of people trained. Report total and per training type 
(unduplicated)*

6. Volunteer hours. Number of volunteer hours. Report total and per activity/
program/service type

7. Volunteers. Number of volunteers who participated in at least one volunteer 
activity. Report total and per activity/program/service type*

8. New partnerships. Number of new partnerships or collaborations formed
9. Priority population effort. Number of activities to reach priority populations, 

including tailored programs, resource allocation, or community engagement* 

Program and service outcomes
10. Direct service satisfaction. Percent of direct service recipients who were 

satisfied with the service they received. Report by service type*
11. Group program satisfaction. Percent of group program participants who were 

satisfied with the program. Report by program*
12. Knowledge, skill, or ability. Percent of group program participants who 

demonstrated increased knowledge, skill, ability, or confidence as a result of the 
program. Report by program* 

13. Behavior change. Percent of group program participants who reported positive 
behavior change as a result of the program. Report by program

Policy and systems change outcomes
14. Public policy. Number of public policy changes adopted at the state or local level 

as a result of AAA and aging network planning and advocacy
15. Private policy or practice. Number of policy changes or practices adopted by 

other non-governmental entities as a result of AAA and aging network planning 
and advocacy (may also be called organizational policy change; refers to an 
external organization, not an internal AAA policy)

16. Increased system capacity through training or expansion sites/providers. 
Number of new sites, entities, or providers offering a service, program, or practice 
as a result of AAA and aging network training, technical assistance, planning, or 
advocacy

*Disaggregate data by priority population. See SAPA for specific priority populations.

Basic logic model template
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Blank logic model template
Fill out the logic model template below for each outcome you have selected from 
the SAPA. You may select one strategy per outcome, or you may select more 
than one strategy per outcome, depending on the needs and resources in your 
community. Extend the template as needed to accommodate the number of 
strategies you intend to implement. 

SAPA outcome 
alignment

Priority population(s)

SAPA strategy 
alignment

Strategy 1:

Strategy 2:

Add strategies as needed

Strategy tailoring with 
priority population(s)

Basic logic model template
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Strategy 1: 

Outputs
Performance 
outcomes

Performance 
outcome SMART 
objectives

Performance 
outcomes: Priority 
population(s)

Performance outcome 
SMART objectives: 
Priority population(s)

What we do • What happens as a result of what we do • How we will know if we are successful ▶

11
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Repeat as needed for additional strategies.

Strategy 2: 

Outputs
Performance 
outcomes

Performance 
outcome SMART 
objectives

Performance 
outcomes: Priority 
population(s)

Performance outcome 
SMART objectives: Priority 
population(s)

What we do • What happens as a result of what we do • How we will know if we are successful ▶
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